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English Language Curriculum Foundations (EDUC 2200) 

With reference to English for Palestine 

 

Unit 1 

 Curriculum terms and concepts 

1. What is the difference between curriculum, syllabus and textbook? What is the difference 

between syllabus design and curriculum development? 

 

As with most aspects in education, there is no agreement on one specific definition of curriculum, 

although it is generally agreed that curriculum is not the same as syllabus. Both terms, curriculum 

and syllabus, are sometimes used interchangeably, sometimes differentiated, and sometimes 

misused and misunderstood. To answer these two questions, Richards (2001:2) states the 

following:  

Language curriculum development is an aspect of a broader field of educational 

activity known as curriculum development or curriculum studies. Curriculum 

development focuses on determining what knowledge, skills, and values students 

learn in schools, what experiences should be provided to bring about intended 

learning outcomes, and how teaching and learning in schools or educational systems 

can be planned, measured, and evaluated. Language curriculum development refers 

to the field of applied linguistics that addresses these issues. It describes an 

interrelated set of processes that focuses on designing, revising, implementing, and 

evaluating language programs 

 

The history of curriculum development in language teaching starts with the notion of 

syllabus design. Syllabus design is one aspect of curriculum development but is not 

identical with it. A syllabus is a specification of the content of a course of instruction 

and lists what will be taught and tested. Thus the syllabus for a speaking course might 

specify the kinds of oral skills that will be taught and practiced during the course, the 

functions, topics, or other aspects of conversation that will be taught, and the order 

in which they will appear in the course. Syllabus design is the process of developing 

a syllabus. Current approaches to syllabus design will be discussed [later] . . . . 
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Curriculum development is a more comprehensive process than syllabus design. It 

includes the processes that are used to determine the needs of a group of learners, to 

develop aims or objectives for a program to address those needs, to determine an 

appropriate syllabus, course structure, teaching methods, and materials, and to carry 

out an evaluation of the language program that results from these processes. 

Curriculum development in language teaching as we know it today really began in 

the 1960s, though issues of syllabus design emerged as a major factor in language 

teaching much earlier.  

This process of  English language curriculum development in Palestine is stated in the first document 

of English curriculum for Palestinian schools entitled English Language Curriculum for Public 

Schools Grades 1-12 which was prepared by National English Curriculum Development Team 

selected by the Ministry of Education in 1999. This process of development is described as follows: 

In planning the first English Curriculum for Palestinian Schools, the following 

considerations were taken into account. Generally speaking, the accepted models for 

the writing of syllabi [singular syllabus] are based on the goals derived from several 

main points of view, namely, the nature of knowledge, society’s needs and values, 

the learners and their needs and interests, and the teacher and his/her role(s). In 

addition, the syllabus is constructed with an eye on fulfilling the principles of 

flexibility, variety, choice, and options. Flexibility will be expressed in the 

composition of the content, the level, the degree of depth, and the division by age 

levels according to learners’ readiness. (Source: English Language Curriculum for 

Public Schools Grades 1-12. (2015: 12).  

To read the original document, click:  www.englishforpalestine.com  

Regarding syllabus, the Palestinian English language curriculum (2015:72) states that: 

The actual content of the English Syllabus should reflect and fulfil the general goals 

and objectives as set out in this curriculum. This section [Chapter 4] outlines the 

basic contents of the syllabus, namely: themes, topics and situations, functions and 

http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/
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notions, as well as structures which are recommended for inclusion in the proposed 

syllabus. 

Textbooks are teaching–learning materials specially designed to be transferred in specified time 

periods, one after the other. They become tools to engage the learners in active learning and function 

as guides to construct understanding through active engagement with learning texts (written or oral) 

examples, exercises, photographs, tables, diagrams, audios, video selections, stories, poems, and 

other teaching resources that were specially prepared for pedagogical purposes. These textbooks or 

teaching or learning materials have several components like pupil’s book, teacher’s book and others. 

For example, the Palestinian English language curriculum is realized in the English for Palestine 

series of textbooks Grade 1-12 which include several components to be discussed later during the 

course. 

To download all components of English for Palestine 1-12, click:   

                      www.englishforpalestine.com  

 

2. Who develop language curricula, syllabi and textbooks? 

a. A group of English language teachers from different schools  

b. National Council of Teachers of English  

c. Curriculum experts and academics  

d. English language supervisors 

e. Language consultants 

f. Language editors 

g. artists   

h. Other related specialists 

 

3. What is the pedagogical importance of developing textbooks? 

 In article entitled The Role of Textbooks in a Language Program. Available: 

www.professorjackrichards.com/, Richards 2001 discusses this role as follows:  

  

http://www.englishforpalestine.com/
https://www.professorjackrichards.com/wp-content/uploads/role-of-textbooks.pdf
http://www.professorjackrichards.com/
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Textbooks are a key component in most language programs. In some 

situations they serve as the basis for much of the language input learners 

receive and the language practice that occurs in the classroom. They may 

provide the basis for the content of the lessons, the balance of skills taught 

and the kinds of language practice the students take part in. In other 

situations, the textbook may serve primarily to supplement the teacher's 

instruction. For learners, the textbook may provide the major source of 

contact they have with the language apart from input provided by the 

teacher. In the case of inexperienced teachers textbooks may also serve as a 

form of teacher training – they provide ideas on how to plan and teach 

lessons as well as formats that teachers can use. Much of the language 

teaching that occurs throughout the world today could not take place 

without the extensive use of commercial textbooks. Learning how to use 

and adapt textbooks is hence an important part of a teacher's professional 

knowledge. 

 

4. What are the advantages and limitations of textbooks? 

In the same article mentioned above, Richards (2001) outlines the advantages and limitations of using 

textbooks as follows: 

The use of commercial textbooks in teaching has both advantages and disadvantages, 

depending on how they are used and the contexts for their use. Among the principal 

advantages are:  

1. They provide structure and a syllabus for a program. Without textbooks a program 

may have no central core and learners may not receive a syllabus that has been 

systematically planned and developed.  

2. They help standardize instruction. The use of a textbook in a program can ensure 

that the students in different classes receive similar content and therefore can be 

tested in the same way.  
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3. They maintain quality. If a well-developed textbook is used students are exposed 

to materials that have been tried and tested, that are based on sound learning 

principles, and that are paced appropriately. 

4. They provide a variety of learning resources. Textbooks are often accompanied by 

workbooks, CDs and cassettes, videos, CD ROMs, and comprehensive teaching 

guides, providing a rich and varied resource for teachers and learners.  

5. They are efficient. They save teachers' time, enabling teachers to devote time to 

teaching rather than material's production. 

6. They can provide effective language models and input. Textbooks can provide 

support for teachers whose first language is not English and who may not be able 

to generate accurate language input on their own.  

7. They can train teachers.  If teachers have limited teaching experience, a textbook 

together with the teacher’s manual can serve as a medium of initial teacher training.  

8. They are visually appealing. Commercial textbooks usually have high standards of 

design and production and hence are appealing to learners and teachers.  

However, there are also potential negative effects. For example:  

1. They may contain inauthentic language: Textbooks sometimes present 

inauthentic language since texts, dialogs and other aspects of content tend to be 

specially written to incorporate teaching points and are often not representative 

of real language use. 

2. They may distort content. Textbooks often present an idealized view o0f the 

world or fail to represent real issues. In order to make textbooks acceptable in 

many different contexts controversial topics are avoided and instead an 

idealized white middle-class view of the world is portrayed as the norm.  

3. They may not reflect students’ needs. Since textbooks are often written for 

global markets they often do not reflect the interests and needs of students and 

hence may require adaptation.  

4. They can deskill teachers. If teachers use textbooks as the primary source of 

their teaching leaving the textbook and teacher’s manual to make the major 
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instructional decisions for them the teacher’s role can become reduced to that 

of a technician whose primarily function is to present materials prepared by 

others.  

5. They are expensive. Commercial textbooks may represent a financial burden 

for students in many parts of the world.  

Both the benefits and limitations of the use of textbooks needs to be considered, and if 

the textbooks that are being used in a program are judged to have some negative 

consequences, remedial action should be taken, e.g. by adapting or supplementing 

books or by providing appropriate guidance and support for teachers in how to use them 

appropriately. 

 

5. What are the main steps/ stages/ phases of the curriculum development process? 

Language curriculum design is regarded as a process that involves the steps/ stages/ phases listed 

below. Do you think these steps are sequenced logically in the way a curriculum is developed? If not, 

try to list them in a more appropriate way. 

1. Developing course rationale 

2. Environment/ Situation analysis: Where and when will the curriculum be taught? 

3. Needs analysis: Who is the curriculum prepared for? 

4. Guiding/ following Principles 

5. Specifying/ stating curriculum learning outcomes: goals, aims and objectives - 

Why?  

6. Selecting content: What language and nonlinguistic (hidden curriculum) units/ 

items/ elements/ skills are to be taught? 

7. Organising/ gradation / sequencing content: How to sequence the language items 

selected? 

8. Implementation and piloting teaching materials / textbooks 

 

9. Evaluating curriculum/ teaching materials / textbooks 

 

All of these steps will be detailed in the following units.  
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Task (1) 

Use this website English for Palestine www.englishforpalestine.com/  to do the followings: 

1. Download this Palestinian language curriculum document: English Language Curriculum for 

Public Schools Grades 1-12 and save it on your computer so you can use it and refer to it 

whenever needed during and after taking the course. 

2. Look at the first four pages and try to find the followings: 

a. How many members does the English Language National Team include? 

b. Who developed the Palestinian English Language Curriculum for Public Schools 

Grades 1-12. How many are they? Are they all teachers? 

c. Taking into consideration the decision making about several issues mentioned above 

and the components of curriculum development, list the major issues/ components of 

the English Language Curriculum discussed in the document.  

3. Download and save all of these textbooks and learning-teaching materials - English for 

Palestine (Resources): 

a. Pupil’s book and workbook: levels 1-12 

b. Teacher’s book: levels 1-12 

c.  Audio: Level 1-12 

d. Other materials you are interested in 

http://www.englishforpalestine.com/
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf
http://www.englishforpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/English-for-Palestine-Curriculum-Document-19.01.2016.pdf

